
Avoid your turf from wearing 
out by using Scuff Turf™
Scuff Turf™ has a semi rigid mesh pre-grown 
into the turf that protects your new lawn from 
dogs and high traffic.



Scuff Turf™ is the answer to growing turf in high traffic 
areas. This innovative new product is turf pre-grown with 
our specialised reinforcement mesh, meaning less work 
for you. In the past, to make a product like this work, 
people had to take the plastic turf reinforcement and 
place it over the turf, peg it and lightly top-dress. Laying 
the mesh under the turf does not provide the lawn with 
enough wear protection. Now it is so much easier, you just 
buy instant Scuff Turf™, lay it like normal turf and it is done. 
The Scuff Turf™ grower has done all the work for you—it’s 
that simple. 

Scuff Turf™ has high wear resistance, making it ideal for 
areas where it was almost impossible to grow turf in the 
past. The semi rigid plastic Scuff Turf™ protects the ground 
from being compacted and stops the grass stolons, leaf 
and roots from being worn out. Scuff Turf™ is super 
wear tolerant, yet still soft for the dog to lie on. The lawn 
covers Scuff Turf™, so dogs and children just feel the soft 
grass. It is also ideal for erosion control, with the strong 
re-enforcement mesh helping bind soils and handle high 
water flows. 

At this stage, Scuff Turf™ is only available in Kenda® 
Kikuyu. In the future we hope to have Sapphire® Buffalo 
also available, and further down the track other lawns. 
Currently it is only available in Victoria and NSW, but we 
hope to find more growers in other states in the future. 

Successfully tested to be a dog proof lawn 
for over a year in this small backyard

Scuff Turf™ is excellent for...
• Light vehicle traffic
• Heavy pedestrian traffic
• Dog wear and tear
• Front yards
• Nature strips
• Golf courses and other sporting facilities
• Council parks
• Erosion control

Where to buy
www.ozbreed.com.au/scuff-turf


